


















































































Dolphins : Great Communicators
Sending a message, an Atlantic spotted dol-
phin calf, at right, presses its back against its
mother’s side. “This contact behavior may be a
mutual signal that everything is OK,” says
Kathleen Dudzinski, who began studying a dol-
phin population in the Bahamas as a doctoral
student at Texas A&M University in 1992.
She examines how dolphins communicate us-
ing body language and whistles, squawks,
clicks, and other vocalizations. To record their
signals and identify which individuals made
them, Dudzinski built a special housing for a
video camera with stereo hydrophones that she
uses while snorkeling.




































































































In training for the title of man's best friend
Once abandoned, these three dogs are now
being trained as therapy dogs at a facility in
Itami, Hyogo Prefecture. The program was
原田：英文精読・訳読による日英語のクリティカル・リーディングと教師の役割 １９１
started in 2003 by the Japan Rescue Associa-
tion to comfort children or help elderly people
feel more cheerful. Stray dogs and puppies
raised by homeless people are trained by asso-
ciation staffers to obey commands and to not
bark or bite. Ten dogs so far have been accepted
by nursing homes and kindergartens, with
eight more in training. (The Asahi Shinbun/The
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（http : / /ngm.nationalgeographic . com/your−
shot/top−shots−2007）
[Lemonade in Delhi, Indea]
Jen M. Chen/ San Diego, California
A lemonade cart in Delhi, India, tempted Jen
Chen, a communications engineer, but she did
not succumb to its refreshment. “Taking pre-
cautions with street foods,” she says, “I had to
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Critical Reading through Intensive Grammar Translation
for English and Japanese Proficiency and the Importance
of Teachers’ Roles
RYUJI HARADA
School of Social Information Studies, Otsuma Women’s University
Abstract
This article emphasizes the value of intensive reading for enhancing language profi-
ciency in both English and the native language, which is essential to critical thinking for
advanced academic achievement. This involves pragmatic skills of reading on one hand,
and it also requires deeper understanding of each sentence in the text. I found out that
short intensive reading through grammar-translation method is very effective in achiev-
ing this goal. Since lower-year college students sometimes lack knowledge and skills not
only in English but also in their native language, they need training in both languages.
Translation helps achieve this double goal. One must not forget the teachers’ guidance
questions after intensive reading are keystones for the success of this teaching. They will
guide the students from the meaning of a small word to the wide expanse of knowledge
and imagination. It must also be emphasized, at the same time, that the teachers are able
to enhance their creativity and imagination by engaging in this style of teaching.
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